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About Us

Since 1977, House of Flags has been a one stop shop for all of our customer’s marketing solution needs.

We have our own in house print room, can hold stock and also have a dedicated installation and 
maintenance team. This allows us to offer shorter lead times and provide competitive prices to our 

customers.

We understand that all of our customers have unique requirements and pride ourselves on producing 
bespoke products tailored to our customer’s requirements. We have invested heavily in our materials and 

products, ensuring that we only supply the best products.

We have received ISO accreditations for our high quality product testing programmes, manufacturing, 
installations and customer support.

Proud suppliers to...
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Print Process

Our printers use CMYK colour profiles. CMYK mixes cyan, magenta, yellow and black to create a wide range of colours. 
Our printers break down images and artworks into dots of each colour and layer them to recreate designs.

The majority of our printing uses CMYK dye sublimation. The inks are set into the fabric using approximately 200ºC 
heat. This heat process ensures the longevity of our prints. When printing onto PVC or vinyl we use a solvent printer, 
using eco-solvent inks. This printer also uses CMYK colour profiles. For large jobs we may use screen printing. Screen 
printing generally uses pantone references but can be coverted to CMYK for full colour prints. 

Cyan

Yellow

Magenta

For example, this image is made up of the following CMYK mixes layered on top of each other.
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Colour Matching

Uncoated Paper Coated Paper

 

Pantone 185 across different materials
Satin Knitted Polymesh PVC Poly Blockout On paper

If the same colour is printed onto different substrates, the material and reflection 
of light will often mean that we see a shift in the colour and the different 
substrates do not exactly match.

This is even true when comparing coated and uncoated paper in a Pantone 
matching book.

Pantone 3375U Converted to CMYK

Be aware that some Pantone references do not 
convert well from Pantones to CMYK. This will mean 
that when printed there is a risk that the actual 
printed colour may differ to the original pantone 
colour.

To help reduce shifts in colours we have created in depth colour profiles and charts for all of our different materials 
and printers, this helps us to match colour references more accurately.
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Other Factors
Affecting Colour

Converted image to CMYK Corrected CMYK ImageOriginal RGB image

1. Varying artwork files
We receive artwork files and designs in a range of formats. Different programmes will handle colour differently, 
leading to variations in colour.

2. Different design files
Different colour profiles are also a cause for variations in colour. We receive files using Pantones, CMYK and 
RGB. Converting colours to CMYK for printing can cause colour shifts.

3. Converting an image
Converting an image between CMYK, RGB and Pantones can cause shifts in colour.

Our in house design team will always try to colour match when converting colours for print, making sure they 
reach the closest colour match. 



For more information on colour management please don’t hesitate to 
contact us.

House of Flags
River Road, Bicton Industrial Park,

Kimbolton, Cambridgeshire
PE28 0LQ

01480 861 678
salessupport@flags.co.uk

www.flags.co.uk


